At Plus Minus we understand how complex and frustrating your VAT obligations can be.
To make matters all the more stressful, it's also an area of taxation that HMRC are
becoming increasingly proactive in investigating. To keep things simple and to save you
both time and money, our team of qualified accountants offer a full range of specialist VAT
services for businesses and contractors.

VAT registrations and de-registration
Let the Plus Minus experts handle your VAT registration to ensure you get the most
suitable scheme for your business. Our team can guide you through the various processes
involved, from getting your VAT number to providing fiscal representation at tribunals as
necessary.

Filing returns
Filing VAT returns in a timely manner is crucial to avoid penalties for non-compliance. Not
only do we complete and file your VAT returns for you, we also provide expert advice on
VAT regulations specific to your situation, ensuring all your returns meet the requirements.

VAT recovery
One of the advantages of registering for VAT is that you can reclaim VAT paid for business
expenses, including equipment and utilities. We always ensure that our clients reclaim
every expense they are eligible to when filing end-of-year returns.

Compliance
Other areas of VAT compliance that Plus Minus specialise in include invoicing,
bookkeeping, tax inspection support, and EU-specific reporting requirements. We also
handle statistical declarations, such as EC Sales Lists.

Bespoke VAT solutions
We always tailor our VAT services to clients individually, knowing that the standard VAT
accounting method may not always be the best. Taking time to understand your business,
we can recommend simpler and more specialist VAT schemes, including annual
accounting, flat rate, and cash accounting as applicable.

VAT representation
To completely streamline your tax affairs, let Plus Minus deal directly with HMRC on your
behalf. We provide a full VAT agent service, standing as the first point of contact for
queries from HMRC, as well as hosting VAT inspections.
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Plus Minus accountants are specialists across a range of industries and sectors. Get in
touch with Plus Minus today for more information on the VAT services we provide.
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